Management Education and Research Institute (MERI) organized its Personne Vista-2013 on Saturday, October 19th, 2013 in collaboration with Indian Society for Training & Development, Delhi Chapter. Theme of the Seminar is Developing Positive Attitude in Future Executives. The Seminar was inaugurated by the Dr. Nanditesh Nilay, Chairman Indian Society for Training & Development-Delhi Chapter & presided by Sh. L.P. Aggarwal, President, & Prof. Lalit Aggrawal, Vice-President, MERI Group of Institutions. The seminar was attended by managers, faculty and students of various management Institutes in and around Delhi.

Chief Guest Dr. Nanditesh Nilay compelled the audience by his visionary thoughts. He discussed about importance of positive focus & pointed out relevance of positive brain mapping and programming to deliver excellence in personal & professional domain. He presented a very thoughtfull framework of self transformation by maintaining good relationship with self.

The First Technical Session was conducted by Dr. Himanshu Gupta, Chief Operating Officer Transcorp International Ltd. He threw light on the strategies to understand the avenues of opportunity even in the turbulent scenario & orient themselves to take the challenges with positive mindset. He delivered Speech on tackling ground level problems with positivity and strongly recommended to practice positive frame of mind in all persepective for corporate sustainability & growth.

Dr. Subir K. Ghosh, Divisional Head - Learning & Development, Tata Motors Limited, Pantnagar Plant addressed the Second technical session. He powered the audience by his insightful thoughts. He tried to bridge the gap from theoretical aspects to practical practices by enumerating references from books & corporate. He deliberated revolutionary’s tactics, specific strategies, breakthrough ideas to formulate powerful practical approaches for developing & maintaining positive attitude at the workplace.

Speakers literally delivered the MANTRA to live & lead successful corporate life. Esteemed speakers strived to attract & motivate students toward positivity. This topic will remain of great relevance for years to come. Seminar has acted as a trigger to contemplate, retrospect & reinvent oneself. Participants got inspired to start working on their attitude at the spur of the moment with the conviction to retain it.

Management and faculty extended their cooperation & graced the occasion. Prof. Y.L. Grover, Director-General, MERI concluded the crux of the speakers & enlightened the audience with his visionary thought by presenting a
panoramic view on this perspective. Seminar was concluded with vote of thanks by Prof. A.K. Agrawal, Dean, Management Education & Research Institute.
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